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March 10, 1959 

PROJECT 7000 

FILE MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Percentage Effects af (Certain Component Variiationa 
on SIGMA Internal Connputing Speed 

h the fallowing graphs, I have redrawn certain variatiane of 
SIGMA internal computing sped  a8 obtained from Timing Simulator 
runs made laat year. The graphs are all plotted in percentagee to 
facilitate inter-cornpariaon. 
capability is between 1% and 2% on this scale, 

It should be kept in mind that one 704% 

1. Efiact of Number of Look-Ahead 1,evala 

The first graph shclwe how the speed varies a8 the number of 
look-ahead levels are changed. The real purpose of the Look-Ahead 
device is to permit the computer tu use the overlapping organization 
built into it. In thie, case the 4th level buya 2,5%&e~farmance, the 
34d m d  4th buy 7%. 
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2. Effect of the Number of Memory Units 

The second graph indicates tha-t there is a coneiderable change 
in performance depending on whether data and instructions are sepa- 
rated or not, 
inPrtruction-fetch delays caused by eht3 boxea being busywith data traffic. 
Nevertheleee, it is expected that the mixed mode of operation will be 
commodyuhedfor 'kadandgo''type progriiexne. Xn this case tlha differ- 
ence between 4 and 6 boxes is about 594 in performance 

The slow-down when they arc mixed is due mainly to 
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3,  Effect of Half Microsecond Msmorv 

The third graph is a duplicate of one given in m y  File Memo 
dated August 2 9 ,  1958, concerning the hal.f-mi4:rolt3econd memory. 
Some problems are more sensitive to the instruction memory configura- 
tion thanothers due mainly tQ the relative percentages of logic and 
arithmetic in their makeu --9-.-?r. 

]cn all the problems lioted , the. reriee of memory wa8 not a factor, 
only the number of separate units. 
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H. G, Kolsky 
Product Pla..nn ing Rep r e s entat ive 
Project 7000 

HGK: j cj  
Enclosures: 3 Graphe 
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